Verint® EdgeVR 60 is an enterprise-class, IP-based NVR designed for large-scale, geographically distributed operations. With a built in 8-port POE switch that features integrated port management through the NVR interface EdgeVR 60 is the ultimate small form factor IP video NVR solution.

IP Mini NVR with built in 8-port POE+ Switch
EdgeVR 60 delivers high-resolution images for both recording and live video viewing from up to 8 attached IP devices using its built in POE+ switch with integrated port management with available power up to 120 watts. The small size allows the EdgeVR 60 to be used in locations where a larger recorder will not fit. Don’t let the small size fool you though as this NVR is packed with Verint's latest technology and is fully integrated with our industry-leading software including EdgeVMS Op-Center™ for central enterprise wide NVR operation and management, EdgeVMS Vid-Center™ for remote enterprise-wide NVR viewing and Verint Video Investigator software with a more intuitive and simplified interface that saves time and is easy to use.

Built on Verint expertise from tens of thousands of DVR implementations, EdgeVR 60 provides the reliability, scalability, and flexibility that large-scale operations need. It features RAID support, an embedded operating system for superior security, reliability and stability. This high-performance NVR also provides powerful programming capabilities including local setup and review with Vid-Center embedded, flexible storage options, the ability to set different resolutions, frame rates for general surveillance, motion detection, transactions, and alarms.

Key Features:
- Built in 8-port POE+ switch with 120w of max power, management features like individual port power cycling, white listing, port power management and more all through the NVR interface
- H.264 coding and up to 240 FPS
- 2TB and 5TB, Non RAID and RAID 1 configurations
- Industry-leading interfaces: ATM, Point-of-Sale, teller, alarm, and other business and security systems
- Trusted reliability: A Linux embedded operating system and mature application firmware
- Ease of use: Operates with Verint EdgeVMS Vid-Center, Video Investigator for investigation/monitoring and with Verint EdgeVMS Op-Center for centralized NVR management
- Seamless integration with Verint IP Cameras. Auto discover, configure and program our cameras through the NVR interface
- Superior performance and unsurpassed value
World-Class Service and Support
At Verint, we are dedicated to the success of our partners and customers. To this end, we’ve developed world-class customer support programs and service offerings featuring live technical support, web-based resources, advanced replacements and a host of on-site professional services.